Abstract-Precise measurements of seismological Q are difficult because we lack detailed knowledge on how the Earth's fine velocity structure affects the amplitude data. In a number of recent papers, Morozov (Geophys J Int 175:239-252, 2008; Seism Res Lett 80:5-7, 2009; Pure Appl Geophys, this volume, 2010) proposes a new procedure intended to improve Q determinations. The procedure relies on quantifying the structural effects using a new form of geometrical spreading (GS) model that has an exponentially decaying component with time, e -ct Ác is a free parameter and is measured together with Q. Morozov has refit many previously published sets of amplitude attenuation data. In general, the new Q estimates are much higher than previous estimates, and all of the previously estimated frequency-dependence values for Q disappear in the new estimates. In this paper I show that (1) the traditional modeling of seismic amplitudes is physically based, whereas the new model lacks a physical basis; (2) the method of measuring Q using the new model is effectively just a curve fitting procedure using a first-order Taylor series expansion; (3) previous highfrequency data that were fit by a power-law frequency dependence for Q are expected to be also fit by the first-order expansion in the limited frequency bands involved, because of the long tails of power-law functions; (4) recent laboratory measurements of intrinsic Q of mantle materials at seismic frequencies provide independent evidence that intrinsic Q is often frequency-dependent, which should lead to frequency-dependent total Q; (5) published long-period surface wave data that were used to derive several recent Q models inherently contradict the new GS model; and (6) previous modeling has already included a special case that is mathematically identical to the new GS model, but with physical assumptions and measured Q values that differ from those with the new GS model. Therefore, while individually the previous Q measurements have limited precision, they cannot be improved by using the new GS model. The large number of Q measurements by seismologists are sufficient to show that Q values in the Earth are highly laterally variable and are often frequency dependent.
Introduction
It is well known that precise measurements of the seismic quality factor, or Q, are difficult because they are conducted using seismic amplitudes, which are also affected by the Earth's complex velocity structures. In general the velocity structure is not yet known to the detail for a precise correction for its effects on amplitude. This fundamentally limits the precision of Q measurements. Nevertheless, there have been a large number of studies of seismic Q since the dawn of quantitative seismology. The quality of these studies has for several reasons improved over time. First, accumulations of amplitude data have enabled researchers to carefully screen data to avoid those contaminated by strong 3D structural effects (e.g., MITCHELL and XIE, 1994) , and to average data that sample similar paths or regions to reduce errors caused by relatively rapid structural variations (YANG and FORSYTH, 2008; PRIETO et al., 2009) . Second, carefully designed measurement methods have been introduced to reduce measurement errors (e.g., CHUN et al., 1987; MENKE et al., 1995 , ROMANOWICZ, 1998 XIE, 1998; WARREN and SHEARER, 2002) . Third, our knowledge of the velocity structure has also steadily improved. At low frequencies it has become viable to account for the effects of laterally heterogeneous velocity structures in Q measurements. At high frequencies improved knowledge on velocity heterogeneity has lead to better estimates of uncertainty in Q measurements. Individual measurements of path-specific Q, or tomographic inversions of laterally varying Q models, are typically published with discussions of the measurement error or uncertainty (e.g., MITCHELL, 1995; XIE et al., 2004; PHILLIPS et al., 2005; ROMANOWICZ and MITCHELL, 2007; PASYANOS et al., 2009) . The vast Q measurements and tomographic Q models collectively reveal two main features of Q in the Earth's crust and mantle: it is highly laterally variable (by a factor of 10 as compared to the velocity variation which is typically less than 20-30%), and often frequency dependent (e.g., DER et al., 1986 DER et al., , 1987 ANDERSON, 1989; MITCHELL, 1991; XIE and MITCHELL, 1990; MITCHELL and XIE, 1994; WIENS 1994, 1998; SOBOLEV et al., 1996; XIE, 1998; XIE et al., 2004 XIE et al., , 2006 GUNG and ROMANOWICZ, 2004; SELBY and WOODHOUSE, 2002; WARREN and SHEARER, 2002; SHITO et al., 2004; PHILLIPS et al., 2005; DALTON and EKSTROM, 2006; LEKIC et al., 2009; PASYANOS et al., 2009 , also see summaries by ANDERSON, 1989; FLANAGAN and WIENS, 1994; MITCHELL, 1995; ROMANOWICZ, 1998; ROMANOWICZ and MITCHELL, 2007; SATO and FEHLER, 2009 ). These features have led to inferences of variations of temperature and occurrence of melting in the crust and upper mantle, variations of pore fluid content and other forms of small-scale crustal structure heterogeneities. Improvement of Q models is currently an on-going process with the rapidly growing seismic data and computational power.
Citing the limitations in measurement precisions of seismological Q, MOROZOV (2008, 2009, 2010) proposes a new procedure for making Q determinations. This procedure is based on a theoretical modeling of velocity structural effects on seismic amplitudes, which includes an exponentially decaying form of geometrical spreading (GS), e -ct . Parameter ''c'' is measured together with Q, thus setting a new set of free parameters in Q measurements. Using his new procedure and parameterization, Morozov has refit many sets of previously published data that were used to obtain frequency dependent Q models in earlier studies. While doing so he finds that all previously inferred frequency dependences disappear and Q is invariably frequency-independent. Moreover, the newly introduced free parameter c absorbs much of the observed amplitude attenuation, causing the new Q measurements to be generally much higher and less laterally variable than the previous measurements. It is proposed that the value of ''c'' correlates better than Q with tectonic environments. MOROZOV (2010) also dismisses the independent evidence provided by mineral physics experiments that show that intrinsic Q of mantle minerals are often frequency dependent. This dismissal is made despite the recent and significant improvements in the measurement conditions and precisions in laboratory studies (JACKSON 2000 , JACKSON et al. 2004 .
Are the new model, procedure and measured Q values by Morozov valid? Do they bring in new physical insight in Q studies while showing the existing knowledge on the values and the frequency dependence of Q grossly wrong? The answers to these questions are of obvious significance to the seismological community because in principle, Q is one of the two seismic parameters that can be measured using seismic data, and values of Q and its frequency dependence are strongly dependent on temperature, small-scale heterogeneity, and percentage of melting in the crust and mantle materials. Additionally, Q values are needed both for converting phase and group velocity measurements to body wave velocities (LIU et al., 1976; ROMANOWICZ, 1998) , and for inferring temperatures using the latter velocities (KARATO, 1993; MCNAMARA et al., 1997; GOES and VAN DER LEE, 2002) . Even for seismologists who measure seismic attenuation for practical purposes such as inferring source properties, monitoring underground explosions and predicting strong ground motions, it would be interesting to know whether or not seismic wave attenuation generally contains an exponentially decaying geometrical spreading, and if the large number of seismological Q studies, complemented by laboratory measurements, have only provided incorrect knowledge on the Q values and their frequency dependence. This paper is motivated by searching for the answers of the above questions. In the following sections I will show that modeling seismic wave attenuation with an exponentially decaying geometrical spreading lacks a physical basis. The procedure and parameterization to measure Q based on such a modeling is effectively a curve-fitting of the frequency dependent attenuation data by a first order Taylor series expansion. Consequently, previously published high-frequency attenuation data that were fit by a power-law frequency dependence of Q are expected to be well fit by a first order expansion in the narrow frequency bands involved. For long-period fundamental mode surface waves, several recently published datasets cannot be fit by the first order expansion, thus fundamentally contradicting the new GS model. Recently measured intrinsic Q of mantle minerals in the laboratory at frequencies down to 1 Hz often exhibit frequency dependence. These measurements are free of velocity structural effects and are nearly impossible to reconcile with frequency independent total Q.
Modeling of Seismic Amplitude Spectra
If the source spectra and site response can be removed from seismic spectra recorded around an event elapse time (or wave travel time) t, the remaining spectra A(f, t) contains only the path effects and can be generally expressed as (AKI and RICHARDS, 1980) Aðf ; tÞ ¼ Pðf ;
where P(f, t) is the effect of the Earth's velocity structure other than random scattering elaborated below, and Q(f) is the total quality factor defined as
where DE is the loss of energy E over one wave length or period (KNOPOFF, 1964) . Equation 1 is valid when the reciprocal of Q(f) is small (\ \1). This reciprocal can be expressed as
where Q i (f) is the intrinsic Q caused by the Earth's viscoelasticity (e.g., KNOPOFF, 1964; ANDERSON, 1989; see DAHLEN and TROMP, 1998 for a strict definition of anelasticity and viscoelasticity); Q s (f) is the scattering Q caused by the random scattering process in the Earth media (AKI, 1980) .
Intrinsic and Scattering Q
While the intrinsic and random scattering losses of seismic wave energy can also be quantified by alternative parameters (XIE and FEHLER, 2009) , Q is the most widely used physically based parameter by the seismological and mineral physics communities. The viscoelasticity that gives rise to Q i (f) is the property of general linear solids (BOLTZMANN, 1874; BORCHERDT, 2009) . The temperature and pressure of the Earths' deep interior are in a favorable range to observe its viscoelasticity and finite Q i (f) (ANDERSON, 1989; KARATO and SPEZLER, 1990; RANALLI, 1995) . At shallow depths microscopic pores and/or fractures also cause viscoelasticity of the media (e.g., CARCIONE et al., 2007; LI et al, 2010) .
The random scattering processes that cause finite Q s (f) occur for seismic waves that traverse sufficiently far to encounter numerous small-sized scatterers, so that a stochastic treatment is warranted for these processes. One of the best pieces of evidence that such random scattering occurs for seismic waves is the presence of long and prominent coda waves at seismic frequencies (AKI, 1980; LANGSTON, 1989; CAMPILLO and PAUL, 2003; SATO and FEHLER, 2009 ). The range of validity for statistical treatment of random scattering, in terms of sizes of heterogeneities and path lengths, have been discussed by numerous authors (AKI and RICHARDS, 1980; KENNETT, 1983; STEIN and WYSESSION, 2003) . Figure 1 is adapted from AKI and RICHARDS (1980) ; it shows the effects of the Earth's velocity structure on seismic wave propagation with varying scale lengths of heterogeneity (a) and path lengths (L), both measured by the wave length (k). Random scattering occurs in a large domain with a wide range of path lengths (L [ k), and a wide range of heterogeneity scale (a) that are grossly comparable, within about an order of magnitude, to the wave length (k).
Structural Effects Other than Random Scattering
As shown in Fig. 1 , for heterogeneous structures that are characterized by either very small, ''microscopic'' a (a \ \ k) or large a (a * L), there is virtually no wave energy conversion by scattering (the total DE/E \ 0.1) so the structural effects P(f, t) are effectively caused by wave propagation in laterally uniform and vertically stratified (1D) reference Earth models. For moderately sized heterogeneities whose scale length a is smaller than L but significantly larger than k, P(f, t) are caused by complex processes such as diffraction, focusing and defocusing and multipathing. Distinction among these processes can be gradational (STEIN and WYSESSION, 2003) . In this paper I will use ''focusing and defocusing'' to refer to the processes during which the whole or a portion of wavefront is distorted as compared to that in a uniform medium, but is spatially continuous and trackable over time (e.g., MORI and FRANKEL, 1992) . Multipathing will be used to Vol. 167, (2010) Q estimates in imperfectly known Earth structure 1149 refer to processes in which wavefronts become spatially discontinuous and broken into multiple wave packets (e.g., CAPON, 1970; AKI, 1985, 1987; PAVLIS et al., 1994; JI et al., 2005) .
Geometrical Spreading Term
In uniform media structural effects P(f, t) include that caused by wavefront expansion with time, known as the ''geometrical spreading term'' (GST, AKI and RICHARDS, 1980) . They also include effects of complex interactions and energy partitioning among various wave types along layer boundaries, which may cause inhomogeneous waves or leaked modes (PILANT, 1979; AKI and RICHARDS, 1980) . In heterogeneous media the portion of P(f, t) caused by focusing and defocusing, as defined above with trackable wavefronts, are also known as GST (e.g., CERVENY et al., 1974) . The term GST has been loosely used for other portions of P(f, t) (e.g., YANG et al., 2007) but I will use it only in its strict definition in this paper. In general, P(f, t) include both GST and the effects of complex multiple-wave interactions in layered, and/or heterogeneous media.
Approximate Amplitude Modeling and Measurement Error of Q
For a given amplitude dataset A(f, t), accurate Q(f) measurements require precisely calculated structural effects P(f, t) in Eq. 1. Unfortunately, this is typically not possible because detailed knowledge of the heterogeneous velocity structure is not available. We can only estimate the portion of P(f, t) in a crude, reference velocity structure, which in most cases is just a 1D structure. Denoting the portion of P(f, t) associated with the reference structure by P 0 (f, t) and using it to approximate the full P(f, t) in Eq. 1, we have
Equation 4 is used to calculate reduced amplitude spectra,
which are used to estimate Q(f). Denoting the error of the approximate modeling of A(f, t) by Eq. 4 as E r ðf ; tÞ ¼ Pðf ; tÞ=P 0 ðf ; tÞ; ð6Þ a precise modeling by Eq. 1 can be rewritten as
To first order the relative error of Q measurements,
In practice, full isolation of the path effect for A(f, t) is difficult so the error term E r (f, t) should also include uncompensated effects of source spectra and site response (MENKE et al., 2006) . The error in Q measurements, dQ(f, t), is reduced by using (a) data screening procedures to avoid small t values in Eq. 8, and to avoid visible contaminations by the processes of focusing/defocusing, multipathing and diffraction, (b) data averaging procedures to repeatedly sample similar paths to smooth out effects of these processes, and (c) measurement methods that are designed to reduce effects of these processes. Taken together, the large number of measurements of Q(f) reveal that it is highly regionally variable and often frequency dependent (see Sect. 1).
The Proposed New ''GS'' Model and Q Measurement Procedure
With the good intention of reducing the measurement error for Q(f), MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2009 MOROZOV ( , 2010 proposes an alternative procedure for Q measurements. The procedure is based on a new modeling of amplitude spectra that contains an exponentially decaying function as part of path effect P(f, t). For clarity I rewrite the Morozov expression of path amplitude spectra corresponding to Eq. 1 above:
where letter ''M'' is used to label the equation to indicate it is from MOROZOV (2008, 2009, 2010) . Note MOROZOV (2010, equation (2)) used term ''P(t, f)'' for my A(f, t); that ''P(t, f)'' is not to be confused with my term P(f, t) ( Table 1) . Term Q e is called ''effective Q'', from ''intrinsic dissipation and small-scale scattering'' (MOROZOV, 2010) so it is just the conventionally defined Q(f). The term G(f, t) is called a ''geometrical attenuation factor'' (MOROZOV, 2008) or ''geometrical spreading '' in MOROZOV (2009 '' in MOROZOV ( , 2010 . Careful reading of these references (see Appendix 1 for details) suggests that G(f, t) is used to express the effect of Earth velocity structure, P(f, t) in Eq. 1, rather than the strictly defined GST in the last section. I will refer to the G(f, t) introduced by Morozov as the ''geometrical spreading (GS) model''. The common practice of replacing a true path effect by an approximate path effect (Eq. 4) is expressed by MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2009 MOROZOV ( , 2010 as
Mathematically, Eqs. M-1 and M-2 are identical to Eqs. 1 and 4 except new terms G(f, t), G 0 (f, t) and Q e are used to replace P(f, t), P 0 (f, t), and Q(f), respectively. So Eqs. 4 through 7 are also mathematically valid with Morozov's new terms: , known as ''geometrical scattering '' in MOROZOV (2008) and ''residual GS'' in MOROZOV (2010) , is introduced to quantify the Table 1 Comparison of some mathematical symbols in this paper and Morozov (2010) Physical definition Symbol in this paper
Symbol in MOROZOV (2010)
Path-isolated amplitude spectra A(f, t) P(t, f) a Effects of velocity structure on amplitude (excluding random scattering)
Simplified path effect in a reference structure
Morozov uses the argument order of ''t, f'' for all functions, whereas this paper uses the order of ''f, t'' b Reffered to as ''geometrical spreading'' by Morozov (2010) but inferred to be identical to my P(f, t)
c Effectively set as a frequency-independent parameter by Morozov (2010) Vol. 167, (2010) Q estimates in imperfectly known Earth structure 1151
. This leads to a new form of Eq. M-1:
Based on the assumed Eqs. M-6 and M-7, MOR-OZOV (2008, 2009, 2010) proposes to set c and Q e as free parameters to be measured using the reduced amplitude data:
The argument of the exponential function in the above equation is denoted as the ''attenuation coefficient'', v(f):
ðM À 9Þ
Comparing Eq. M-8 with traditional Eq. 5, MOR-OZOV (2010) gives a conversion between his new free parameters and traditionally measured Q(f):
ðM À 10Þ
In summary, the main difference between the modeling by Morozov for seismic amplitude and the traditional modeling is in his new GS model. First, his ''G(f, t)'' notation is used to represent the entire path effect P(f, t), rather than the GST. Second and most important, Morozov assumes the error of approximating the whole path effect by that in a reference structure (E r (f, t) in Eq. 6 or M-4) can be quantified by the exponential function e -ct , known as ''geometrical scattering'' or ''residual geometrical spreading''. As elaborated in Appendix 1, MOROZOV (2008, 2009, 2010) does not give a physical basis for the exponential function e -ct . Therefore in the next section I will explore if such physical basis exists.
The Lack of a Physical Basis for the Exponential Geometrical Spreading
As discussed in Sect. 2, processes that contribute to the E R (f, t) ( Fig. 1) include (a) focusing/defocusing associated with continuous wave fronts, (b) multipathing and diffraction that occur when a wavefront is broken, and (c) wave interactions in the vicinity of sharp boundaries. MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2009 MOROZOV ( , 2010 grossly refers to these processes as ''geometrical scattering'' or ''residual GS''. We now examine whether or not these processes can be generally expressed by a function e -ct .
Focusing and Defocusing
A simple example of focusing/defocusing, which occurs for wave propagation in a 2D plane, is shown in Fig. 2 . This propagation is simulated using the finite difference method and resembles that of a surface wave from an explosive source to distances at which the curvature of the Earth can be ignored. Compared to the wave snapshot in a plane with a constant velocity (Fig. 2a) , the snapshot in a plane with a simple linear velocity gradient (Fig. 2b ) exhibits an amplitude focusing and defocusing in the slow-and fast-travel directions, respectively. I have calculated wave propagation in 3D media with and without a linear velocity gradient (not shown) and obtained similar effects of focusing and defocusing. Numerical calculations in Appendix 2 give analytical solutions of P(t) (or G(t)) along the direction of the velocity gradient with focusing or defocusing (Eqs. 22 and 23 in Appendix 2), and the respective E r (t) (Eqs. 25, 26). These solutions are not of the form of e -ct . As elaborated in detail in Appendix 2, in addition to the scales of heterogeneity (a) and propagation length (L), our knowledge of the levels of lateral heterogeneity in the structure (less than about 30% for Earth media) also yields constraints on the implausibility of an exponential path effect P(f, t) (or G(f, t)). The lessons learned from this much simplified case are that (1) an analytical form of E r (f, t) is available here and is not of exponential form, and (2) monotonic enhancement or decrease of amplitude, which is implied by an exponential E r (f, t), is unlikely to be sustainable over travel times (t) or distances that are large enough for Q(f, t) measurements (see Eq. 8). This is because the Earth's velocity heterogeneity must alternate its sign from the mean velocity so that the velocities maintain a reasonable range (within *±30%).
I note that in Q measurements using longperiod surface wave data, much improved laterally heterogeneous phase velocity models are nowadays available, enabling first attempts to approximately calculate the focusing and defocusing effects (SELBY and WOODHOUSE, 2002; DALTON and EKSTROM, 2006; ROMANOWICZ, 2009 ). These calculations lead to improved Q measurements and tomographic Q models. In general, an exponential form of GS is neither physically adequate nor needed for numerical calculations.
Multipathing
There have been numerous observations of multipathing of long-period surface waves with array data (CAPON, 1970; PAVLIS et al., 1994; JI et al., 2005; TAPE et al., 2010) . In some cases when data sampling is dense and velocity heterogeneity is less drastic, 1D Q models under arrays have been developed by using a two plane-wave decomposition method (YANG and FORSYTH, 2008) with a simplified path effect P(f, t). In general precise estimates of multipathing effects are difficult to obtain because, even in the best studied areas such as southern California, the 3D velocity models still lack the resolution and reliability needed for estimating multipathing P(f, t) for Q studies (CHEN et al., 2007; TAPE et al., 2010) . The difficulty is enhanced because multipathing is a wave interaction phenomena that can be fundamentally unstable (see e.g., JI et al., 2005, Figures 1 through 5) . This instability is similar to P(f, t) caused by the triplication of upper-mantle P waves traveling in a 1D reference Earth structure, in which case the strictly defined GST can become singular (AKI and RICHARDS, 1980) . Because multipathing and diffraction are spatially localized phenomena (CAPON, 1970; AKI, 1985, 1987; JI et al., 2005) , their effects cannot be adequately quantified by an exponential term e -ct . This is more easily seen when one converts the integrated time t in e -ct to total distance traversed by the wave, L divided by average velocity v: the function then becomes e -cL/m . The exponential form will become adequate only after the distance L becomes large enough such that the wave has lost or gained energy by multiple occurrences of complications such as multipathing, diffractions and focusing/defocusing. At such distances the energy loss is not modeled by P(f, t) (or G(f, t)). Rather, it is modeled statistically, using scattering Q in Eq. 3.
Examples of Wave Interaction Along Structural Boundaries
I considered many other observed seismic waves studied by several seismologists, myself and MOROZOV (2010), and find that for all but one wave. the exponential form of E r (f, t) lacks a physical basis. The exceptional wave is the shear-coupled PL wave which systematically leaks energy with distance across the Moho interface (e.g., PILANT, 1979; AKI and RICHARDS, 1980; HELMBERGER and ENGEN, 1980) . The path effect P(f, t) does include an exponential decay, and this decay is already included in the approximate term P 0 (f, t) (or G 0 (f, t)). The detail of P(f, t) is sensitive to the details of velocities of P and S waves in the vicinity of Moho, therefore PL may not be a useful phase with which to study Q. Many authors have numerically studied the attenuation of high-frequency Pn wave (e.g., CERVENY and RAVINDRA, 1971; RICHARDS, 1980, 1983; SERENO and GIVEN, 1990; ZHU et al., 1991; NOWACK and STACY, 2002; XIE, 1996 XIE, , 2007 YANG et al., 2007; MOROZOV, 2010) . The path effect P(f, t) for Pn is often referred loosely as ''geometrical spreading'' and is complex, being frequency and distance dependent. This occurs because the composition of Pn changes with distance and frequency. Pn is nearly a pure head wave at close-in (near regional) distances and becomes multiple, ''whisper galley'' refractions at larger distances. It is very sensitive to the details of velocity structure in the vicinity of Moho. Nevertheless, none of the analytical and numerical studies of Pn path effect P(f, t) have resulted in a decay that is as fast as an exponential function.
From the discussions in this section, path effect P(f, t) (or G(f, t) in the notation of Morozov) caused by structural complications generally have no analytical solutions, and are too slow to be numerically fit by an exponential function. At sufficiently large distances the cumulative effects of wave-length scale velocity heterogeneities can effectively cause exponential decay of amplitudes, but this decay is already statistically quantified using scattering Q and cannot be counted again as a part of P(f, t) (Eq. 1) or G(f, t) (Eq. M-1). Table 2 ; 2010; Figures 3 through 6) succeeds in fitting several previously published datasets by his GS model with frequency-independent c and Q e. . From these fittings he infers that the previously measured Q are biased, Q is frequency independent; and the new parameter c is physically meaningful since it correlates with tectonic environments. Since the new GS model generally lacks a physical basis, none of those inferences is valid. In this section I will examine the reason why the new GS model can fit the previously obtained high-frequency data. I will also show that while MOROZOV (2010) successfully fits the long-period surface wave data of ANDERSON et al. (1965) by his GS model, other and newer surface wave datasets fundamentally contradict that model. From Eqs. M-8 and M-9, the GS model for the reduced amplitude data is e -v(f)t where the ''attenuation function'' v(f) is assumed to be a linear function of f given by (M-9). Therefore for a given set of reduced amplitudes, the fit for v(f) under the GS model (assuming frequency-independent Q e as advocated by Morozov) is effectively a first-order Taylor series expansion of v(f); the fit is guaranteed at firstorder precision. This fitting needs no physical meaning. Note that seismic wave spectra are typically narrow band (no wider than two decades of frequency), in which v(f) is less likely to exhibit a significant non-linear (higher order) behavior, and more likely to be fit by the linear terms.
The Fit of GS Model to Published Data

MOROZOV (2008,
Fit to Short-Period Data
Numerous previous studies used high-frequency amplitude datasets to successfully fit a power-law frequency dependence of Q(f) (for summaries, see ANDERSON, 1989; XIE and MITCHELL, 1990; MITCHELL, 1991 MITCHELL, , 1995 Qðf
where free parameters Q 0 and g are Q at 1 Hz and its power-law frequency dependence, respectively. The attenuation function v(f) can be expressed in terms of these free parameters (Eq. M-10) Figure 3 shows that in the typical frequency band covered by these previous data, the attenuation functions from a previously obtained power-law Q(f) can be approximated well by linear trends that represent the new GS model. This is because the power-law functions have well-known long linear tails. The narrow frequency band makes linear approximation of the tails very good, even for error-free data. There is a standing physical model to interpret power-law Q(f), known as the ''absorption band '' model (e.g., ANDERSON, 1989) . Linear fits to the tails do not invalidate the previously proposed power-law Q(f) and the absorption band model, and do not bring in any physical meanings to the linear terms (c and p/Q e , both are frequency-independent).
Long-Period Surface Wave Data
For 1D Earth models, dispersion and amplitude decay (or 1/Q(f)) of fundamental mode surface waves are related to layered velocity and Q(f) values through complex, non-linear relationships (ANDERSON and ARCHAMBEAU, 1964) . Surface wave Q(f) (Q R (f) and Q L (f) for Rayleigh and Love waves, respectively) are generally frequency-dependent because they sample depth-varying Q and velocity differently at each period. This phenomenon allows one to invert for layered Q structure (e.g., ANDERSON and ARCHAMBEAU, 1964; ANDERSON et al., 1965; MITCHELL, 1995) . Using his new GS model, MOROZOV (2010, Figure 6 ) converted the Q R (f) and Q L (f) data of ANDERSON et al (1965) to ''attenuation coefficient'' using v(f) = pf/Q R (f) or v(f) = pf/Q L (f) (Eq. M-10). These v(f) values are then refit by the new GS model using (M-10), with frequency-independent c and Q e parameters. These parameters are then used to interpret the Earth structure in a totally different way than that used in traditional surface wave inversions.
Given the complex relationships between surface wave Q(f) and the layered body wave Q and velocities, it is surprising that MOROZOV (2010) can fit well the pf/ Q R (f) or pf/Q L (f) values in ANDERSON et al. (1965) by the linear relationship c ? pf/Q e . To explore if the fit can be generally successful for the vast surface wave attenuation data in the numerous publications, I note that if the fit is valid we would have
where subscript ''F'' is used to represent ''R'' or ''L'' for Rayleigh or Love waves, respectively. Replacing f by the inverse of period, 1/T, Eq. 11 leads to a derivative
which means that Q R (T) and Q L (T) would be monotonic functions of T, either decaying for a positive c or increasing for a negative c. Many published Q R (T) or Q L (T) models do not exhibit such monotonic behavior. For example, Figure 14 of DALTON and EKSTROM (2006) summarizes several 1D Q R (T) models. In that figure only one model (QM1) is monotonic with T. Other models vary with T in more complex manners and hence fundamentally contradict the GS model.
Comparison with Laboratory Q i (f) Measurements
Recently, substantial progress has been made in measuring intrinsic Q i (f) using samples of upper mantle materials, under realistically high temperature, pressure, and at frequencies down to 1 Hz (e.g., JACKSON, 2000; JACKSON et al., 2004) . For a wide range of temperature below the solidus and many samples with varying grain sizes, Q i (f) exhibits moderate Figure 3 Examples of the attenuation function, v(f) = pf/Q(f) versus frequency f constructed assuming Q(f) follows a power law (Eq. 9), under which the quantity becomes pf 1-g /Q 0 (Eq. 10). In many published studies, a power-law Q(f) with g between 0.0 and 1.0 were found to fit well regional and teleseismic wave amplitude data in high-frequency bands that are no wider than two decades (e.g., between 0.1 and 10 Hz or 1 and 30 Hz). Three curves with representative values of g = 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0 and a constant Q 0 of 400 are plotted; they can be viewed as examples of error-free data extracted from previous publications. A beginning frequency of 0.02 Hz is used to exclude lower frequencies at which the power laws may not hold. The new GS model by MOROZOV (2010) requires that v(f) depends on f linearly (Eqs. M-9 and M-10 of this paper). As shown by the examples here, in the limited frequency bands the v(f) constructed using power-law Q has little curvature and can indeed be refit by straight lines; the refit does not contradict a power-law Q(f)
Vol. 167, (2010) Q estimates in imperfectly known Earth structure 1155 power-law frequency dependence (g * 0.3). These measurements are not affected by any elastic structural effects on wave propagation, thus providing independent evidence of frequency dependent Q i (f) resulting from the viscoelasticity. From Eq. 3, the total Q(f) must be frequency-dependent with a frequency-dependent Q i (f), unless Q s (f) has the same magnitude of Q i (f) but a frequency dependence that is exactly opposite to that of Q i (f). The latter scenario is very unlikely. MOROZOV (2010) argues that laboratory measurements of Q i (f) are not relevant to the understanding of frequency dependence of seismic Q(f), but his argument is based on an obsolete reference (BOURBIE et al., 1987) that summarized early-day acoustic wave measurements at ultra-high (KHz to GHz) frequencies, and at low temperatures and pressuresconditions that are indeed irrelevant to our debate.
Discussion
In this paper I have focused on whether or not there is a physical basis for the exponentially decaying GS model proposed by MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2009 MOROZOV ( , 2010 . If this physical basis exists, it would be a new aspect of that model. The mathematical form of the Morozov model is actually not new because DAINTY (1981) already proposed a special case under the traditional model, in which the reduced amplitude has a mathematical expression that is identical to Eqs. M-7 through M-10. For seismic waves between 1 and 30 Hz, DAINTY (1981) assumed that the scatterers in the lithosphere are large (a/k [ 2p) and intrinsic Q i (f) is frequency-independent. In that case Q s (f) in Eq. 3 takes a special form
where g and v are medium turbidity and wave velocity, respectively. 
This special case of the traditional model leads to an attenuation function of
Equations 14 and 15 are mathematically identical to Eqs. M-8 and M-9, respectively. But unlike the new GS model, the form of Q(f) proposed by DAINTY (1981) was based on specific physical assumptions about the lithospheric heterogeneity, and had a stated range of applicability in terms of the data type and frequencies. DAINTY (1981) physically predicted a frequency-dependent total Q(f) and Q s (f), contrasting the frequency-independent total Q (denoted as Q e ) by MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2009 MOROZOV ( , 2010 .
In this paper I have not discussed the path effect P(f, t) for coda wave amplitudes, which were also refit by MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2010 . Multiple isotropic 3D (body wave) and 2D (surface wave) scatterings, in a uniform background structure, have closed form solutions that yield P 0 (f, t) or G 0 (f, t) (ZENG et al., 1991; SATO, 1993) . But exploration of the form of true P(f, t) or G(f, t) for coda waves requires further knowledge of statistical properties of scatterers, including their sizes, density, and angular distribution of scattering waves (i.e., the patterns of nonisotropic scattering by scatterers). These properties vary both laterally and with depth. Considering these complications, the length of this paper, and the limited further insight that could be gained, I chose not to discuss coda waves.
Conclusion
Viscoelasticity and small-scale heterogeneity of the Earth physically cause finite seismological Q, a quantity that is typically measured with a limited precision. This limitation is caused by a lack of knowledge of the Earth's larger-scale velocity structures. That knowledge is needed in order to assess their effects on seismic amplitude data. In individual studies, carefully chosen data screening, smoothing, and measurement methodologies have been used to avoid or reduce the unknown structural effects such as focusing, defocusing, multipathing and diffraction. Nevertheless, the larger number of Q measurements by seismologists using crustal and mantle seismic phases 1156 J. Xie Pure Appl. Geophys.
have revealed two robust features of Q: it is highly laterally variable, and often frequency dependent. These features are independently supported by recent laboratory measurements of intrinsic Q of mantle materials, conducted under realistic pressures and temperatures and at frequencies down to 1 Hz. The rapidly increasing body of data, improved velocity models and measurement methodologies will continuously bring in improvements of Q measurements.
A new ''geometrical spreading'' (GS) model for seismic amplitudes has recently been proposed by MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2009 MOROZOV ( , 2010 to improve Q measurements. The model contains an exponentially decaying term, e -ct , as part of the ''geometrical spreading'' or more generally, the unknown structural effects. Frequency independent c and Q terms are set as free parameters in a new measurement procedure. Many published datasets were refit using the new procedure and parameters. These refits are used to infer that previous Q measurements by the community are systematically biased in their values and their frequency dependency. I find that the exponential term in the new GS model lacks a general physical basis. The fit of the new model to high-frequency data is effectively just a curve fitting with first-order Taylor series expansion. The fit to long-period surface wave data fail when multiple datasets, rather than a single dataset used by MOROZOV (2010) , are examined. The new model, free parameters, and procedure prescribe an incorrect solution for improving Q measurements. They physically cause confusion, rather than providing new insight, of the Earth's Q structure.
by which to assume that, the path effects other than random scattering causes an exponential decay of amplitude with time? To address this, the revised version of MOROZOV (2010) 
is not satisfied in any of the data analyzed by MOR- OZOV (2008; . To see this we note condition (16) can be rewritten as Since imposing the new condition of MOROZOV (2010), quoted by (16) above, would make virtually all of the data analysis in MOROZOV (2008 MOROZOV ( , 2010 invalid, I ignore that new condition in this paper. It remains that, no physical basis for the ''residual GS'' e -ct is ever given by MOROZOV (2008, 2009; 2010) . I devote a section of this paper to search for this physical basis by myself, and conclude it does not generally exist.
Appendix 2: Focusing and Defocusing Effects in a Structure with Lateral Velocity Gradient Figure 2b in the main text demonstrates the focusing/defocusing effects with wave propagation in a 2D plane with a constant velocity gradient along the x direction. We can easily solve for the analytical form of the geometrical spreading effect along the line that parallels the x axis and includes the source (with y = 0 km; see the line of traces in Fig. 2) . Propagation is fastest in the x direction and slowest in the -x direction along this line, and the normal of the wave front is in-line. The geometrical spreading G(x) along the line is
Expressing the velocity field with gradient as
the travel time (or event-elapse time) can be expressed as function of x:
where sign(x) is just the sign of x. Solving x in terms t we have
Substitute (21) into (18) 
Using the c value of 1.0 9 10 -3 and v c of 3.75 km/s (the mean velocity in Fig. 2b) , we obtain x \ 300 km and t \ 69 s, respectively. Figure 4 shows the defocusing E r (t) in this t range. A similar consideration along the x \ 0 direction, where focusing occurs, lead to a range of validity of x [ -300 km and t \ 96 s, respectively. The defocusing E r (t) is also shown in Fig. 4 in the valid t range. Both focusing and defocusing E r (t) in Fig. 4 are expected to reverse trend beyond the cut-off t values because the monotonic velocity change to beyond 30% cannot be sustained in a reasonable structure. In comparison Fig. 4 also shows the exponential function of e -ct , proposed for E r (t) under the GS model (MOROZOV, 2008 (MOROZOV, , 2010 , with two end c values of 0.006 and 0.02. Within the reasonable range of t values, the focusing and defocusing E r (t) depart from unity less than the e -ct functions. Beyond the t ranges plotted, a physically reasonable E r (t) will be even more different than the e -ct functions because focusing and defocusing are expected to reverse trends. Hence e -ct are not adequate for quantifying the E r (t) calculated for defocusing and defocusing. The much simplified case considered in this appendix demonstrates that for focusing and defocusing phenomena, our knowledge of the peak values of Earth's velocity heterogeneity puts a constraint on whether the error of simplified path effect (P 0 or G 0 ) can be as drastic as that of an exponentially decaying function. In a more realistic structure the heterogeneity is neither linear nor monotonic, and the focusing/defocusing effects would alternate along path and compensate one another. The exponential functions would not generally be adequate for the cumulative focusing/defocusing effects until the propagation length, and the number of alterations, become so large that the random scattering regime (Fig. 1) is reached. Figure 4 Errors in calculated path effect, E r (t), caused by unaccounted-for focusing and defocusing effects in a 2D gradient velocity structure (Fig. 2) , given by Eqs. 25 and 26. The maximum time for the calculations correspond to distances at which a linear change of velocity reaches ±30% for defocusing and focusing, respectively. At greater distances the focusing and defocusing should alternate because the monotonic increase or decrease of velocity cannot be sustained. By comparison, the new GS model with c values between 0.02 and 0.006 (MOROZOV, 2010) decay monotonically and drastically with time Vol. 167, (2010) Q estimates in imperfectly known Earth structure 1159
